
  
 
 

THE PERFECT TREE 
by 

Thomas Bivins 

 
It's Christmas Time in Mill Creek and Oliver Wendell Badger needs 

something special to bring to the holiday feast. Since he is not a cook, he 
decides that his perfect contribution will be "the perfect tree". This turns 
out to be not an easy task, but when he is finally successful, he realizes that 
there is a new problem! 

If he cuts the tree down, it will not have a chance to grow to a ripe old age 
as he and his friends have. He makes a dramatic decision, a decision I wish we all 
could make. 

Students can be part of the decision as to which kind of tree to buy for 
their home by using this Christmas Tree Key and "hunting" for a particular 
species. They also could use it to discover what kind of tree they have this year. 
 
MATERIALS: Christmas tree or branch from an evergreen tree, attached Key. 
 
ACTIVITY: Follow the directions on the Key. 
 
SOURCE: Activity shared by Pat Guffey, Rhea County High School, Tennessee. 
 
TEACHER NOTES: At the elementary and middle school level, this activity 
could be done as a class. It is important for students to begin to understand 
how to use a key as young as possible. Also, it also could be done outside on an 
“evergreen walk”. The key could be sent home for older students to use with 
their parents as the family selects their Christmas tree. 
 
Bivins, Thomas. The Perfect Tree. The Unicorn Publishing House, c1990. 
ISBN#0-88101-179-7. 



 
 



 



CHRISTMAS TREE LAB 
 
Use the following key to identify your Christmas tree! Begin the key by reading 
choices 1 & 1a. Decides which describes your tree, note the number at the end of 
the line, and go to that next choice. Continue making choices until you come to the 
name of your tree! HAVE FUN! 
 
A Key to Christmas Trees in Tennessee 
 
1. Needles in clusters or bundles with paper-like sheath at the attachment 
 point. GO TO 2 
 
1a. Needles single, attached directly to wooden stem. GO TO 5 
 
2. Needles in bundles of 5, 2” to 5” long, flexible and soft (WHITE PINE)*. 
 
2a. Needles in bundles of 2. GO TO 3 
 
3. Needles 1.5” to 3” long, slightly flattened and twisted. GO TO 4 
 
3a. Needles 3” to 6” dark green and very stiff with rough twigs where needles 
 have fallen (AUSTRIAN PINE). 
 
4. Twigs white to yellow green with blunt tips (VIRGINIA PINE)*. 
 
4a. Twigs yellow to brown with pointed tips. Twigs rather smooth where old 
 needles have fallen (SCOTCH PINE). 
 SCOTCH PINE is the most commonly bought tree in the U.S. 
 
5. Needles and scales less than 0.5”, triangular in cross-section and have a 
 smell  much like gin when crushed (EASTERN RED CEDAR)*. 
 
5a. Needles longer than 0.5”. GO TO 6 
 
6. Needles four sided in cross-section, stiff with a sharp point. GO TO 7 
 
6a. Needles flattened, points usually blunt. GO TO 8   
 
 
 



7. Needles blue grey, stiff with very sharp points (BLUE SPRUCE). 

7a. Needles dark green with blunted points (NORWAY SPRUCE). 

8. Needles 0.75” to 1.5” long with tiny woody stalks (DOUGLAS FIR). 
 DOUGLAS FIR is the second most commonly bought Christmas tree in the 
 U.S. 
 
8a. Needles without woody stalks. When needles are plucked from the twig, 
 they will leave a round depressed leaf scar. GO TO 9 
 
9. Needles with white bands of stomates on both upper and lower needle 
 surfaces. Needles have no citrus smell when crushed (WHITE FIR). 
 
9a. Needles with white bands of stomates on underside ONLY. Smell like citrus 
 when crushed (BALSAM FIR or FRASER FIR). These species are very similar 
 and distinguished by differences in cones which are not likely to be present 
 on Christmas trees.  
 
*TREES NATIVE TO TENNESSEE 
 
Idea taken from publication by Tennessee Conservation League. This is a 
favorite lab to use right before Christmas vacation! 
 




